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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Community Navigators are community members who receive specialized training to provide quality
immigration services for their communities in an empowering and effective way. Since the Spring
of 2015, over 8,500 Community Navigators have been trained throughout community organizations, faith
networks, immigrant youth organizations, student groups, farmworkers, worker centers, and community
organizing groups of the Committee for Immigration Reform Implementation's (CIRI) Regional Training
Team. The CIRI Regional Training Team is built by the National Partnership for New Americans (NPNA),
United We Dream (UWD), the New York Immigration Coalition (NYIC), PICO National Network, United
Farm Workers Foundation (UFWF) and the AFL-CIO / National Day Laborer Organizing Network
(NDLON).
This report, developed by CIRI's Regional Training Team, examines the impact and value that
Community Navigators have brought to the immigrant rights field. The report has compiled 111 surveys
of Community Navigators and Trainers of Community Navigators; along with individual interviews with
organizations and Community Navigators to assess the impact and value of the training model. Through
the research conducted, it is clear that Community Navigators increase the capacity of organizations for
immigration legal services and that there is deep interest by Community Navigators to increase their
knowledge and involvement in their communities through the model.
As we prepare for a new administration that threatens deportation and increased enforcement, the
Community Navigator model continues to move forward at the grassroots, municipal government and
national level to train community leaders to provide accurate information, protect against deportation,
promote naturalization, defend DACA, and assess for other forms of relief.
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Overview
The Community Navigator Training model was informed by community driven service models
used for naturalization and the implementation of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA). Formalized in the spring of 2015, following President Obama's November 2014
announcement for an expanded DACA program and Deferred Action for Parents of Citizens and
Lawful Permanent Residents (DAPA) program, the Community Navigator model expanded to
new networks through the support of the Committee for Immigration Reform Implementation
(CIRI). The DAPA program could have potentially covered 3.89 million persons and
the expanded DACA program 1.52 million, creating an unprecedented demand for
quality immigration services in immigrant communities, and a high demand for
Community Navigators to provide trusted, accurate information and screen for
eligibility in collaboration with attorneys.
While DAPA and expanded DACA did not go into effect, there is still a high need
and demand for Community Navigators. More so, with the upcoming administration,
when immigrants are sure
to
face
even
more
challenges,
the
need
for
Community Navigators will be key
to
protect
communities
through
existing
immigration relief and
empower communities with information about their detention
and deportation rights Community Navigators
continue
to
assist
people
with
their naturalization and
DACA applications;
along
with
playing a
key
role
to provide
Know Your Rights information, Deportation Defense, and assisting with
screening for Other Forms of Relief.
In response to the capacity building needs of the field and learning from
effective implementation practices of large scale policies and programs such as the
community driven efforts of DACA Implementation led by UWD, citizenship drives led by the
National Partnership for New Americans, and the Affordable Care Act (ACA), the Community
Navigator program trains trusted community leaders and front line staff in immigrant
serving institutions to share accurate information on immigrations programs; screen
individuals for eligibility on current immigration programs and assist in filling out applications
under legal supervision; and, help people avoid fraud by referring eligible applicants to
trusted, low-cost legal service providers and community based workshops. Through research
conducted by the Committee for Immigration Reform Implementation’s (CIRI) Human
Services Working Group1, the legal capacity to assist the eligible population is already
stretched to the breaking point with just 4,678 legal professionals in non-profit
agencies in the United States who might be available to support legal immigration
applications and processes. It is clear that legal capacity is critical yet sorely limited nationwide.
The training model is designed as a career pathway for volunteers to continue their
leadership, education
and
involvement
in
the
organizations
they
represent.
Community Navigators have continued to become accredited by the Board of Immigration
Appeals (BIA) or become paid staff in community-based organizations or government agencies.
Furthermore, the model has now become incorporated at the municipal level in New York
City and Chicago in order to increase legal capacity and expand services to protect immigrant
families.
2
1 - Kamasaki C, Timmons S, & Tudi C (2015); Immigration Reform and Administrative Relief for 2014 and Beyond: A Report on Behalf of the
Committee for Immigration Reform Implementation (CIRI), Human Resources Working Group, Journal on Migration and Human Security, Center of
Migration Studies of New York
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Over the past year, over 8,500 Community Navigators have been trained throughout
community organizations, faith networks, immigrant youth organizations, student
groups, farmworkers, worker centers, and community organizing groups. As we prepare for a
new administration that threatens mass deportation and increased enforcement, Community
Navigators are critical to serve as a trusted source of accurate information,
protector of deportation, defender of DACA, promoter of naturalization to
legal permanent residents, and a guide to other forms of relief.
This report, developed by CIRI's Regional Training Team, examines the impact and value
that Community Navigators have brought to the immigrant rights' field. The report has
compiled 111 surveys of Community Navigators and Trainers of Community Navigators;
along with individual interviews with organizations and Community Navigators to assess
the impact and value of the training model.

WHO ARE COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS?
Community Navigators are community members who receive specialized training
to provide quality immigration services for their communities in an empowering and
effective way. Community Navigators are also liaisons between their community, legal service
providers, social service organizations, and government representatives. They are often
advocates, educators, mentors, and interpreters in their communities.
The Community Navigator strategy builds on an existing infrastructure of trusted local service
providers who interact frequently with immigrants, for example in libraries, adult English
classes, community-based organizations, and health clinics, to provide information, assistance
in document preparation, and referrals to organizations that can help at the next stage with
individual casework and legal representation.
A coordinated approach among service providers on the ground where various entities educate
and screen and others provide legal aid will help alleviate pressure at the outset and
reduce duplication when large numbers of legal permanent residents, DACA applicants, and
undocumented residents are seeking assistance.
“I’ve been here for 23 years. I’m a single mother to two U.S. citizen kids. I
work two jobs, at a dry cleaner and a restaurant. I volunteer at my kids’
school. I wavnt to start a domestic violence survivors support group. I
don’t always feel welcomed here but I want to give back to this country.
This is my country now. I can give back by being a Community Navigator.
My community trusts me, and I want to help them. I will make a huge
difference.”
- Mayra, Community Navigator from Chicago
3
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The
Community
Navigator
model
builds
upon
lessons
learned
from
naturalization and DACA implementation efforts which recognize that different
organizations play unique roles within immigrant communities.2
Community-based
organizations are most frequently on the front-lines, interfacing with individuals who
are eligible for naturalization, DACA, and screening for other forms of relief. Such
organizations typically have limited legal staff (if any) and a large volunteer base, and
capacity building training models are necessary for implementation of large-scale
programs.
A major learning from the implementation of DACA by undocumented youth were that
people who were directly affected could take an active lead role in the implementation of a
policy, bringing cultural competency and personal experience to build trust and strong
relationships with potential applicants, especially in difficult to reach areas and in
moments of uncertainty. Local volunteers can be trained using resources from the
national organization, ultimately to create a division of labor among individuals
and groups that can provide varying levels of information and assistance and
guide individuals with more complicated cases to appropriate providers.

HISTORY: COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS, NATURALIZATION
AND DACA
The Community Navigator model and curriculum was driven by the National Partnership for New
Americans' (NPNA) experience in building capacity and increasing community driven legal
services for naturalization and DACA efforts. NPNA partners across the county have assisted over
93,000 individuals with their naturalization and DACA applications due to the work of community
volunteers. The development of a formalized Community Navigator curriculum and
training structure expanded through CIRI which allowed for the model to extend to other
networks in a coordinated capacity.
The navigator model is also based on several traditions including the Own the
Dream (OTD) Campaign Model. When undocumented youth immediately began assisting
individuals after the DACA application was released in August of 2012, together with national
and local partners. OTD became the only nation-wide DACA implementation program in the
country-led by those directly affected. The campaign worked in partnership with a
collaborative of national legal experts which allowed OTD to connect their expertise
with innovation of undocumented youth and cultural responsiveness, bringing the best of both
worlds together to deliver services to our communities. The years of DACA
implementation brought many learnings to others wishing to work on DACA and DAPA
implementation. Turning policy victories into changed lives requires the leadership of those
impacted by the policies. The work of that collaboration innovated, worked through
challenges and built a community-driven infrastructure for future implementation.

2
Singer, Audrey. http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Research/Files/Reports/2015/06/04daca/BMPP_Srvy_DACAImmigration_June3b.pdf?la=en
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WHY COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS?
Nancy Sanchez lives in Jackson, Mississippi and is a mother of three children.
Originally from Guanajuato, Mexico, she came to this country undocumented
and has since faced many challenging circumstances. She became connected
to United We Dream and learned about the Community Navigator Training.
“Since the beginning, I knew this was what we needed in order to take the
first steps to organizing in Greenwood, so with no doubt we begun all the
planning with United We Dream.” For the community, this was a celebration,
an opportunity to create momentum by hosting an organization to come and
spend a full day providing the appropriate training for them.
On November 20, 2014, President Obama announced an expanded DACA program,
the Deferred Action for Parents of Citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents (DAPA)
program, which covers the parents of US citizens and LPRs, and an expanded provisional waiver program (Form I-601A waivers). The DAPA program could have potentially covered 3.89 million persons and the expanded DACA program 1.52 million, with
262,000 eligible for both programs (Warren 2014).2. About 5 million people would have
qualified for the President’s programs.
On June 23rd, 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a 4-4 decision in United States v.
Texas, the case challenging expanded DACA and DAPA, temporarily halting the
implementation of these initiatives. The ruling did not impact the original DACA
program launched in 2012; however, it does have a profound and disappointing impact
on the millions of would-be eligible DAPA and expanded DACA immigrants whose
lives remain in limbo.
While DAPA and expanded DACA did not go into effect, there is still a strong need and
demand for Community Navigators. Community Navigators continue to assist people
with their naturalization and DACA applications; along with playing a key role to
provide Know Your Rights information, and assist with screening for Other Forms of
Relief.
According to a report by the Committee for Immigration Reform Implementation (CIRI)
Human Resources Working Group, found that there are 4,678 legal professions in nonprofit agencies who might be available to support legal immigration applications and
processes. There is a dire need for increasing immigration legal service capacity during a
time where services for naturalization, DACA renewals, deportation defense, and
screening for other forms of relief are critical to protect immigrants. The development of
an implementation infrastructure is essential to ensure the success of interim
immigration relief programs and protection of immigrant communities given current
threats from the future administration. Community Navigators will serve to protect the
community from desperation under the new administration.
5
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CO MMUNITY NAVIGATOR
TRAINING PROGRAM
The Community Navigator Training program is a community-based, capacity
building training model, rooted in building the skills and leadership development of
community members and organizational staff working directly with the immigrant
community. The program trains community members within community
organizations, faith networks, student groups, farmworkers, worker centers, and
community organizing groups that reach a broad base of leaders that are in the
strongest position to provide quality information and services to the immigrant
community. This community-based training model deepens the community organizing
work for partners by creating spaces where community members develop new
leadership skills that they can directly put into action in their communities.
The Community Navigator Training 101 curriculum, created by partners of the
Committee for Immigration Reform Implementation (CIRI), is a series of 8
modules that cover immigration law, administrative relief, unauthorized practice of law,
identifying legal help, reporting victimization, screening for eligibility, document
preparation, and application assistance.
Over the past year, thanks to support and investment by CIRI, the CIRI
Regional Collaboration Working Group built a “Regional Training Team” that has
implemented the Community Navigator training across the country. The training team
was nationally coordinated by the National Partnership for New Americans (NPNA),
and included trainers from United We Dream (UWD), the New York Immigration
Coalition (NYIC), PICO National Network, United Farm Workers Foundation (UFWF) and
the AFL-CIO / National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON).
The training team represented a broad base of networks which effectively
trained local community leaders connected to community-based organizations; faith
leaders in congregations; farmworkers in rural areas; labor leaders through workers’
centers; and, youth leaders whoare the best messengers in communities and
institutions.
The team developed a 201 curriculum to reflect the needs of the field and interests of
leaders to learn more about deportation defense, other forms of relief,
naturalization, workers’ rights, and DACA.
With over 8,500 Community Navigators trained, the CIRI Regional Training
Team impacted the field by developing, implementing and expanding the
Community Navigator Training nationwide to become a recognized and valuable
training program to increase immigration legal service capacity.
6
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IMPACT AND VALUE OF
COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS
“Being a Community Navigator means that I can help empower immigrant
communities and fight fraud. From the training, I was able to get more tools
and understand the immigration system better. This means that I can help
immigrants get a better chance at a decent life. As a NYIC volunteer and
Community Navigator, I have volunteered to help screen and interpret for
participants at the Action NYC Clinics, the free legal services program for
immigrants regardless of status that NYC started in 2015. At the CUNY
Citizenship Now! clinics, I realize that Community Navigator training
has helped me too. My interpretation was better because of my greater
understanding of the immigration system. And, hope that I can do much
more as a Community Navigator.”
- Lina, Community Navigator from New York City
Over the past year of implementing the Community Navigator program,
organizations have recognized the incredible value Community Navigators bring to
communities the field to implement programs, prepare for implementation, build
organizational leadership, and bridge relationships between immigrant rights
organizations and immigrant legal services.
The Community Navigator training creates a space for community leaders and
volunteers to gain more knowledge about immigration law and administrative
relief, while also recognizing the power they have in being an effective leader and
messenger in their community and institution.
Additionally, the Community Navigator training has become a great model to
engage and invite individuals and organizations who are not traditionally connected to
immigrant implementation work such as educators, school counselors, city-library
staff, city government officials, and state-legislators. This creates space for more
community members to learn about immigration law and the immigrant community in
their area.

"I am a Community Navigator because I feel the need to
help and support my community."
Community Navigator with United We Dream
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C o mm u n i t y Navi g ato rs an d Municipalit ies: New Y or k C it y's Act ionNY C
In December 2015, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio announced the creation of
ActionNYC, a citywide community-based immigration legal services program designed to
provide immigrant New Yorkers with free and safe immigration legal help. ActionNYC
combines the pillars of outreach, community navigation, and legal services to provide the
City’s immigrant population with services in their community and in their language. The
cornerstone of this model is the pillar of community navigation, where under the
supervision of an experienced immigration attorney, individuals from the community are
hired to help immigrants navigate the process of understanding their legal options and
help them connect to other social services such as health care, education, and the City’s
municipal identification program. All ActionNYC community navigators undergo a
rigorous two-week foundational training before they begin working with clients.
Additionally, in order to continue developing capacity in the field, ActionNYC navigators
are provided with ongoing training and support to become Board of Immigration Appeals
(BIA) accredited representatives.
Through
the
widespread
success
of
the
Community
Navigator
model, organizations have learned the importance of creating a system in
which super volunteers can be very effectively integrated into a communitydriven immigration legal services. This new community navigator structure has
made it possible for hundreds of thousands of people to naturalize, apply for DACA
and prepare for future legalization – a scale that would not have been possible with
traditional legal service structures.
With the Community Navigator Training model, field organizations have been
able to not only serve, but empower our immigrant leaders, union members and
allies to lead community-driven legal services, growing access to needed
assistance and building organizational power. Below are stories of Community
Navigators and case studies from field partners on how the Community Navigator
program has impacted their life and work.

"I am a Community Navigator because I support my
undocumented students."
"I am a Community Navigator because our future depends
on immigration."
Community Navigators from Madison, Wisconsin
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MEET COMMUNITY NAVIGATOR FROM NEW YORK IMMIGRATION
COALITION (NYIC) LINA BARBENES SANTIAGO
Right now I work for a not-for-profit organization that advocates for the foreign credentials
of skilled immigrant to be recognized by the educational system and job markets in the U.S. and
Canada. I volunteer as an interpreter and a Community Navigator and help immigrants in
getting legal screenings at New York Immigration Coalition (NYIC). I also volunteer at CUNY
Citizenship Now!, a NYIC member, and provide application assistance for low-income
immigrants.
I am a privileged immigrant. I immigrated from Paris to the U.S. two years ago. Before the U.S., I
had lived in Scotland and Argentina for extended periods. So you can say that I have been an
immigrant three times now. As French, I freely traveled and lived in Europe. While my father
was French, my mother was Puerto Rican and an American citizen. As the daughter of an
American citizen, I was entitled to American citizenship too.
Not every immigrant in the U.S. has these privileges of automatic citizenship and freedom
of movement in the U.S. Many immigrants do not have the freedom to live outside of the
shadow. As a white woman, I am not misperceived the same way immigrants of color often
are. I want to help immigrants who do not have these privileges and often
misperceived. So I was always on the lookout to further my learning in immigration law and be
a better advocates for immigrants. That’s how I came across the 1-day Community Navigator
training that NYIC offered.
Being a Community Navigator means that I can help empower immigrant communities and
fight fraud. From the training, I was able to get more tools and understand the immigration
system better. This means that I can help immigrants get a better chance at a decent life.
As a NYIC volunteer and Community Navigator, I have volunteered to help screen and interpret
for participants at the Action NYC Clinics, the free legal services program for immigrants
regardless of status that NYC started in 2015.
At the CUNY Citizenship Now! clinics, I realize that Community Navigator training has
helped me too. My interpretation was better because of my greater understanding of the
immigration system. And, hope that I can do much more as a Community Navigator.

9
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MEET COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS FROM
ARKANSAS UNITED COMMUNITY
COALITION (AUCC)
AUCC’s Community Navigators are predominately Latina women who are beneficiaries of
DACA or they have family members that are directly impacted by DAPA / DACA; with their ages
ranging from high school aged youth to 50+ year old community leaders. The Community
Navigators bring value by helping immigrants obtain accurate information and assist in
screening eligible applicants. Our Community Navigators, through their face-to-face interactions
with clientele have helped enhance our legal partnership with Catholic Charities Immigration
Services in Springdale, AR, which is the only Arkansas nonprofit offering reduced-cost
immigration services, through greater efficiency and impact. Additionally, Community
Navigators have helped our immigrant resource centers to become safe spaces where our
community feels comfortable bringing their families, hosting events, or finding additional
services/information that immigrants need locally. In rural communities, our AUCC Navigators
have been able to assist our base in getting its first access to legal services, help get answers to
legal questions, and identify legal options for them personally.

MEET COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS FROM THE

TENNESSEE IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE RIGHTS COALITION (TIRRC)
Our Community Navigators represent various communities, organizations, and
identities throughout the state of Tennessee. We had a strong group from cities outside of
Nashville including Memphis and Murfreesboro; student and youth leaders; organizational and
institutional leaders from other local immigrant nonprofits and the Nashville Metro Public
Schools; and community leaders from our Women’s committee, translators, and DACA(+)/
DAPA eligible leaders. Community Navigators bring enormous value to our organization.
The intention with our first TIRRC sponsored Community Navigator training was to train already
established leaders within their own communities/organizations with hopes that they will
organize and collaborate with TIRRC in order to assist them in hosting their own Community
Navigator training. We hope to create waves of leaders who engage directly with their
communities and present this valuable information. Since TIRRC is a stat-wide coalition with one
office in Nashville, this is crucial to our outreach efforts in East, West, and rural Tennessee. Here
at TIRRC, we believe in the continuum engagement model of leadership where our members
begin with TIRRC through our services or volunteer opportunities and continue to develop
their leadership skills by being involved in one of our committees or participating in future
trainings, marches, or other forms of civic engagement.

10
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MEET THE COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS AT
CAUSA OREGON
Our community navigators are majority immigrant women. Community Navigators
are essential to organizations like CAUSA because they are most often already the first
point of contact for immigrants and their families. It is crucial that the first point of
contact be trained and aware on how to respond to community questions and
inquiries. They are now secure referral sources for the community and are able to
orientate them in the right direction.

UNITED WE DREAM TRAINING MODEL
The United We Dream model of training is designed to combine participatory learning
and popular education style tactics such as role-playing and group debriefing and reflection.
This training model provides the space for trainees to test their learnings within the group
setting and allows for a collective learning process to then be applied in the field. Additionally,
the model includes preparation prior to the training itself, which includes calls between the
trainers and leaders from host organizations with the goals to 1) understand the community
needs, and 2) adapt the training to meet the identified needs of the community.
UWD’s unique added value as an undocumented immigrant youth-led organization gives us the
cultural competency to lead the trainings and engage with the participants from a perspective
of a mutual shared life experience. We are particularly proud that throughout this project, we
were able to provide desperately needed capacity in areas where there was no or limited
support for that segment of the community including rural Texas and Mississippi. Our trainees
have become trainers themselves, led field sites as managers, become staff or
top-tier volunteers. The ability to apply the skill sets gained via the trainings through
multiple channels of engagement has created momentum and the opportunity for
continued movement building and power at the local level to be leveraged for future
immigration victories.

11
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MEET COMMUNITY NAVIGATOR
NICOLE MARQUEZ
Nicole Marquez is an undocumented, LGBTQIA high school student. Born in Veracruz, Mexico.
Nicole came to the United States at the age of 6 months and has never gone back. Growing up
in Houston with a mixed status family, where she and her parents are undocumented and her two
younger sisters are citizens, Nicole started facing challenges as being undocumented at the age
of 14. She was invited to go to France by her school, but unfortunately it was not possible due
to her immigration status. At that moment, Nicole felt defeated and weak but soon afterwards
realized it was an opportunity to feel empowered and move forward. Nicole then was able to
attend Challenge Early College High School and looks forward to graduating with an Associate
Degree in Science in 2018.
One day, while trying to obtain a “Matricula Consular” at the Mexican Consulate in Houston,
her family met a United We Dream staff member who spoke with to them about DACA. Nicole
found out she was eligible for DACA at a United We Dream Houston Workshop and her DACA
application was completed at a subsequent DACA clinic. Now Nicole is a DACAmented student
and it is very excited to be able to “live without the fear of being deported.”
After receiving DACA, Nicole began to volunteer with United We Dream where she went on
to empower other youth by talking with them about being undocumented herself, what it
means, and how they can get involved in the movement themselves. To date, Nicole has
participated in more than 35 service events.
N icole wanted to take this work to the next level and participated in a community navigator
training and was trained on assisting others with the application, organizing documents
and building working relationships.
Nicole excels as a leader who continues to advocate for the immigrant community, consistently
recruiting and bringing more people to be part of the implementation work including
siblings, community members and classmates. Nicole has begun training new members, and
has continued to develop into a core leader of the organization.
At just age eighteen, Nicole has experience leading outreach efforts, serving the community,
and ensuring that the community doesn't fall victim to fraud. The experience has inspired her
to aspire to becoming an immigration attorney.
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MEET COMMUNITY NAVIGATOR
NANCY SANCHEZ
Nancy Sanchez lives in Jackson, Mississippi and is a mother of
three children. Originally from Guanajuato, Mexico, she came to
this country undocumented and has since faced many challenging
circumstances.
After receiving the support from a local organization on an
immigration case, she decided to continue to get involved in events
and services opportunities to inform the community. However,
limited resources and educational support prevented her from
expanding her work. Nancy also started to support a group of parents in the rural community
of Greenwood, Mississippi where agriculture is the main industry. The members are very active
attending community service events through their local church, a safe space for many families.
The amount of service providers and immigration resources at Greenwood are limited and this
was why Nancy decided to take on the responsibility to begin organizing in this town.
She became connected to United We Dream and learned about the Community N avigator
Training. “Since the beginning, I knew this was what we needed in order to take the first steps to
organizing in Greenwood, so with no doubt we begun all the planning with United We Dream.”
For the community, this was a celebration, an opportunity to create momentum by hosting an
organization to come and spend a full day providing the appropriate training for them.
United We Dream staff worked with Nancy over multiple calls to ensure prior to the training
to ensure that the training approach was customized for the Greenwood community. With the
facilitation of United We Dream staff member Adonias - himself a DACAmented young leader
- members of the community were able to take an active role in executing the training - it was
a community effort. The local church hosted the training, multiple priests from religious orders
attended and an attorney from Catholic Charities provided English interpretation.
Adonias, said of the training, “This was true community development; we came to support and
provide the training, but the local community had the people, strengths, skills and aspirations.
The people and leaders they needed are already in Greenwood, we came to stand by their side,
to teach them and to help them. Not pushing or pulling & for sure not doing it for them - this is
how authentic and lasting local leadership begins.”
This training involved approximately 50 community leaders eager to engage in deep discussions
on how to capitalize on their existing resources in new ways, engage in scenario planning, learn
about immigration policy and about how they can support the community without engaging in
the unlawful practice of law.
In the Spring 2016, Nancy gave her first webinar and has been receiving coaching from Adonias.
Nancy shared that after the training the overall direction of the work she was doing made sense,
because she understood everything she can do as a community navigator and how she can
continue to multiply these efforts in other localities. This was the first time the community received
this type of training and Nancy said, “before the training, we didn’t know what information could
be considered trustworthy. The training and support from the trainers has help us to stay updated
and make organizing more effective with essential tools we constantly need.”
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COMMUNITY NAVIGATOR
SURVEY RESULTS
Along with interviews with Community Navigators and organizations, 111 surveys were
collected from the field of training team organizations. The surveys were collected by the
National Partnership for New Americans (NPNA), and includes trainers from United We Dream
(UWD), the New York Immigration Coalition (NYIC), PICO National Network, United Farm Workers
Foundation (UFWF) and the AFL-CIO / National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON). The surveys
of Community Navigators were filled out by Community Navigators themselves (90 surveys
total) and trainers and organizers filled out the survey for Trainers or Supervisors of Community
Navigators (21 surveys total). Below are the summarized responses::

SURVEYS OF COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS
What did you learn in the Community Navigator Training?
(English and Spanish responses below)

Why did you decide to attend the Community Navigator Training?
Top Responses:
To help and serve my community, specifically family and students.
To learn more about and/or be informed with the correct information i.e. immigration,
DACA/DAPA, helping a community, relief opportunities, laws and services
• To have information for constituents as well as agencies that are legally able to assist
them with forms & documentation.
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What ways did the training prepare you to be a Community Navigator in your
community or institution?
Top Responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Understanding and Gaining background information on i.e. immigration law, DACA/
DAPA (requirements and process), or specific cases"
"To find the correct information and gain new resources and materials."
"Have informed conversation and refer clients, students, or community to appropriate
services or resources."
"Become more aware of the screening process."
"It gave me insights into the struggles faced by the community and ways I can help. It
made me reach out to an immigration lawyer and find out she is willing to provide probono advice for people in the community."
"I learned new information and strategies to be a better advocate. This training also
served as a launch pad for the establishment of our institution's Sharing the Dream
Committee."
"Con herraramientas que debo saber cuando ayude y able con la comunidad" - "With
tools that I should know when I help and talk to the community."
"Informar y dirigir a las personas a los lugares correctos para aplicar."- "Inform and direct
people to the right places to apply"
"Informando a mi comunidad asiendo talleres en Iglecias , casa, centros comunitario."
"Informing my community by assembling workshops in churches and community centers."

What role did you take on after the Community Navigator Training?

15
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Approximately how many hours did you
spend per week in your community or
institution as a Community Navigator?

In summary, what did you find the most valuable from the Community Navigator
Training?
Top Responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

"Information about i.e. DACA/DAPA, immigration laws, citizenship, status, etc."
"Details of types of documentation / Other forms of relief"
"Accurate information on resources available"
"Very informative, didn’t know Navigators existed and definitely don’t want to cross legal
lines, so knowing the proper screening methods are helpful so as not to offer legal advise
Learning how to avoid Unauthorized Practice of Law."
"It was nice to find a resource that can help my clients. It was informative and I believe
this training should be available to all non-profits that serve underrepresented
populations."
"Que pude aprender un poco más de los requisitos para DAPA y DACA y también la
información que podemos dar como promotores y cual no, pues no sobos abogados o
BIA para dar información especifica en casos de inmigración."- "I was able to learn a little
more about the requirements for DAPA and DACA and also the information we can give
as navigators and what we can not give, as we are not lawyers or BIA to give specific
information in immigration cases."
"Lo mas valioso fue que yo aprendiera varias herramientas que me ayuden a mejorar mi
persona y a mi comunidad"."The most valuable thing was that I learned several tools that
help me to improve as a person and help my community."
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What did you find to be most challenging about being, or becoming, a Community
Navigator?
Top Responses:
Immigration Law and Legal Information
Time
It’s a lot of responsibility (documents, giving information etc)
Becoming by BIA accredited
Helping/Getting Involved in community
Always more to learn
Information and Details
Putting into Practice
Need for more resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"I feel there is always more I should be learning about immigration law or issues to be an
effective Community Navigator."

How do you see your role continuing as a Community Navigator?
Top Responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue involvement in the community
Helping DACA students
Helping at libraries (resources and welcoming space)
Be more active or continue to help
Resource to family of students
Informing others
Becoming BIA Certified
Recruiting and Training other Community Navigator leaders
Implementing Work
Support in Schools

"I will continue to provide information, resources and locations of certified agencies where they may
receive at reasonable price legal services. I would also continue to attend informational training's
with NPNA and maybe in the near future be trained on assisting to complete immigration forms."
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SURVEY4'57.65 FROM TRAINER S AND SUPERVISORS OF
CO MMUNITY NAVIGATORS
What value did the Community Navigator Training bring to your organization or institution?
(Please check all that apply)

On average, how many hours per week did
your most active Community Navigators
spend as “navigators”?

What was the value of Community
Navigators for your organization’s outreach,
engagement, and capacity building efforts?
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What role did Community Navigators take after the Community Navigator Training?
(Please check all that apply)

Please briefly explain your response to the question on the value Community Navigators
brought to your organization or institution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a vehicle to build capacity of member organizations and partners.
The Community Navigator training allowed us to uniformly train all of our partners on how
to talk to the community. It was important to use because we want to ensure our partners
are not practicing unauthorized practice of law, and the message remains constant.
We were able to host large scale naturalization workshops and engage larger amounts
of people around our movement work.
We were able to get more leaders engaged in our work, we had the resources to
provide extensive training, overall it was very helpful.
The Community Navigators program allowed our organization to introduce and incorporate
our members into our continuum of engagement model for leadership. We were able to
further develop the leadership skills of first-time members as well as long-term leaders.
Navigators were able to strengthen partnerships with community organizations,
open a DACA scholarship, clearly articulate DAPA lawsuit and have 1 BIA accredited
youth leader.
Bring more improvements to our organization to better help the community.
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Please briefly explain your response to the question on the value Community Navigators
brought to your organization or institution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We only were able to inform other about daca possibilities but not actual-ly helping out fill
out applications.
Without trained community navigators, our service series in Pennsylvania simply would not
have worked. We explain to our community navigators that they
Though we had this training, I think the information was more for the community to learn
about DACA. They did volunteer a few times at clinics, but I suppose it’s our fault for not
filling up or keeping track of them.
The Navigator project lead us to develop a leadership program which has been increasingly
valuable to our GOTV and outreach work this fall.
We were able to train more people locally to support our work, we were able to build more
relationships outside of Texas.
The team leaders have been very excited to participate and there is a lot of interest to hold
events in the community.
They have a deeper understanding of the work we do and are able to help more and
engage more.
Our Community Navigators were extremely helpful in identifying people who needed
DACA/ DAPA, or Citizenship assistance, but they also help in recruiting people for our
English Classes.
Given the decreased capacity the lack of financial resources for citizenship, CNs played a
valuable role in the continuance of mass-scale citizen-ship workshops. Without the
navigators, these workshops would not be possible.

Based on your experience, do you think Community Navigators are critical to largescale implementation programs? (i.e. DACA, Naturalization, Immigration Reform)

9.1%

86.4%
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CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the Community Navigator Training was implemented in the Spring of 2015,
organizations have seen the capacity that is built through the training model and also
have identified challenges and recommendations for the model.
Through the surveys of trainers and supervisors of Community Navigators, the most
common challenge identified was the need for more time and resources to follow up
with their Community Navigators to continue to work with them and develop their skills.
The training and development of Community Navigators requires significant staff time
and resources, and most organizations do not have a full-time staff dedicated to the
Community Navigator training work.
Another challenge identified is the need to translate the material into languages other
than Spanish and English; along with having trainers that are able to provide the training in
other languages. Several of the needed languages identified are Chinese, Arabic, and
Korean. The construction of training curriculum into new languages, and hiring trainers
that are competent in these languages requires new resources and/or partnerships with
organizations that can provide these language services.
Additionally, organizations have observed that each Community Navigator
training requires detailed preparation and time to ensure that the training is tailored to
the participants and addresses the main focus areas of the group of trainees. The training is
an ideal space to deepen engagement and build leadership with community members,
and it is important for organizations to have ample time and resources to
devote to training preparation.
Community Navigators themselves commonly recognized challenges around the
responsibility, need for continued training and development, and support for them to
feel confident in putting their training into practice. Additionally, Community
Navigators identified the challenges of motivating their community members to
get involved, speak publicly, and encourage people to participate in the workshops.
The recommendation for the aforementioned challenges is that an investment of
resources for the Community Navigator Training model is critical in order to have a
well-run program. The invested resources can support a full-time trainer,
training resources, and stipends for Community Navigators that are actively
involved and expanding immigration legal services in their communities.
Community Navigators are eager to be trained and get involved in their community and
resources will allow for a program that builds a community-driven immigration
legal service model rooted in trusted community members that are actively
engaged and continuing to develop their skills.
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LOOKING FORWARD
In preparation for the future administration, Community Navigators will play a key role
in protection for deportation defense, naturalization, DACA 2012, screening for other forms of
relief, and organizing campaigns.
Faced with increased enforcement with the coming administration, all immigrants and
refugees, regardless of status, need to know their rights and information on available
immigration relief options. Legal capacity is critical and the Community Navigator Training
program will be essential.
Community Navigators will play a key role in providing accurate information through community
education and outreach; supporting DACA recipients to renew their DACA immediately;
promoting naturalization as a permanent form of protection; assist and provide education to
immigrant community members in applying for “Other Forms of Relief”; and expand our
“Know Your Rights” community education and the field’s legal infrastructure for
Deportation Defense.
Community Navigators are eager to continue their involvement and responded to the
survey question, “How do you see your role continuing as a Community Navigator?” in the
following ways:
• "Helping out more in planning informational sessions and volunteering for clinics."
• "I will continue to be active in my capacity as a librarian to provide resources to meet
immigrant needs and to provide a welcoming space for community partners."
• "Helping out the community with immigration issues and helping them become wellinformed in regards to the current immigration laws that are in place."
• "I see my role continue as I educate others at my institution about these immigration
processes, other immigrant folks in my community about seeking legal aid, and by
continuing to hold information sessions about immigration in my community or institution."
• "Estar acreditada por BIA."- "I want to become BIA Accredited."
• "Ayudando a llenar solicitudes de DACA y ciudadanía y manteniéndome informada de los
cambios y nuevas leyes de inmigración para informar a la comunidad."- "Helping to complete
DACA and citizenship applications and keeping me informed of changes and new immigration
laws to inform the community."
Not only will Community Navigators continue to expand community-driven legal services, but
Community Navigators will not give up and will be a constant force to organize, protect and
defend themselves, their families and their communities.
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